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5
OUR TOP

MUST SEE
GYMNASTICS
VIDEOS
In our winter edition of the GYMNAST magazine, we take
a look back over the last year and pick our top five must
see gymnastics videos. Whether it’s in or out of the gym,
here are our picks for the latest must see videos!
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The World Gymnastics
Championships in
Glasgow were historic
for our amazing
gymnasts who all
put in incredible
performances. This
vault from Ellie
Downie was one of
the most memorable
moments from the
whole championships
as she helped guide
our GB girls to Rio
qualification.

Dan was the man at this
years artistic gymnastics British
Championships! This floor
routine was one of the standout
moments as he was once again
crowned our all-around British
champion.

43 2

Acrobatic gymnastics
displays can be truly
spectacular. This routine
from mixed pair Ryan Bartlett
and Hannah Baughn was
one of many performed as
part of our first ever British
Gymnastics Championship
Series.

We’ve enjoyed some
sensational performances
across all of our British
Championship this year, the
trampoline, tumbling & DMT
champs were no exception
here’s a great montage of
memorable moments.

FOLLOW US
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It’s true, anyone can do
gymnastics and Charlotte
proves it. See how Charlotte
balances a job and family life,
and then unwinds by taking
part in adult gymnastics on
one of our favourite videos
from 2015 #ThisGirlCan

PLEASE
SUPPORT
OUR NEW!
CHARITY

BRITISH
GYMNASTICS
FOUNDATION

You may also like to
support our newly launched
charity, the British Gymnastics
Foundation.

We believe that gymnastics has the
power to transform lives and the British
Gymnastics Foundation exists to create
opportunities through gymnastics, to
bring real improvements to the lives
of people and communities
most in need.

The charity has four key areas of focus:

Staying over?
Take advantage of a
special British Gymnastics
discount rate at IHG® hotels
including Holiday Inn® and
InterContinental® Hotels
& Resorts. Visit

ihg.com/gymnastics

Schools

Community

Hardship

Disability

the Schools programme aims
to support schools in need,
by delivering gymnastics
programmes which can help
students to realise their full
potential through sport.

the Community programmes
are delivered with the main
aim of improving the lives of
people most in need; from
inspirational gymnastics
experiences to leadership
courses and gymnastics
classes.

the Hardship Grants
programme provides
financial assistance to British
Gymnastics members to
help them continue their
participation in gymnastics.

the Disability programmes
aim to give disabled people
unique opportunities to get
involved and realise their full
potential through gymnastics.

If you are keen to support our charity’s good
work, there are many ways you can help.
Whether it’s donating money, volunteering
at events or organising your own fundraising
challenges, your support enables the Foundation
to improve the lives of people most in need.

For more information on how we can help you or
how you can support us, go to our new website
www.britishgymnasticsfoundation.org

INTERVIEW
By Tim Peake

INTERVIEW

BRITISH
VETS

THREE
GENERATIONS
In November this year a very special event
took place at Lilleshall National Sports
Centre as gymnasts from across the country
competed at the 2016 British Vets.
Amongst the competitors were mother
and daughter Marge Scholes and Claire
Granville, proud members of Carterton
Gymnastics Club and two of the three
generations of the same family enjoying
gymnastics.
We caught up with 13 year old daughter
Natasha, her 42 year old mother Claire and
her 76 year old grandmother Marge to find
out why they love the sport so much and
how special it is for all three of them to
enjoy gymnastics together.
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BEING WELL INTO MY 70’S I HOPE
TO INSPIRE OTHER PEOPLE AROUND
MY AGE TO HAVE A TRY AT THE
SPORT. I HOPE I SHOW THAT AGE IS
NO BARRIER AND IF YOU TRY NEW
THINGS IT CAN BE WORTHWHILE.

- MARGE SCHOLES

MARGE SCHOLES
“After watching my daughter Claire at the British
Vets in 2014 I felt inspired to try gymnastics
myself. My daughter mentioned it to her coach,
Debbie Courtenay-Crane at the Carterton
Gymnastics Club who invited me to come and
train and I simply loved it. I had never done
gymnastics before, but when my daughter Claire
was at Junior School she competed in acrobatics
and I enjoyed watching as a parent, helping
find music for the routines and helping with the
choreography.
I train Saturday mornings at the Carterton
Gymnastics Club and combine this with other
activities throughout the week such as dancing,
bowling, dog walking and amateur dramatics. In
fact I rarely sit still! After having such a wonderful
time at Lilleshall this year competing in the
British Vets it has motivated me to do more
training for 2016.
I want to master my cartwheel and headstand
to forward roll. If the body is willing, I would love
to try a beam routine. Being well into my 70’s I
hope to inspire other people around my age to

have a try at the sport. I hope I show that age is
no barrier and that if you try new things it can be
worthwhile.
It is very, very special to me to be involved in the
sport with my daughter and granddaughter. It fills
me with pride. And although they are so much
better than me, it is belonging to the same club
that thrills me.
My experience at the British Vets was wonderful
and a day I will never, ever forget. I can’t really put
into words the exhilaration and elation I felt when
I was performing. I just remember everyone being
so encouraging and hearing everyone clapping
to the music which was fantastic. It was magic!
The icing on the cake was being presented with
my medal by Kristian Thomas and feeling his abs.
How fantastic was that!
The aim now is to remain healthy and fit enough
for all three of us to compete together in the
Basingstoke Vets when my granddaughter Tash
is 16 (and to not kill myself). Joining Carterton
Gymnastic Club has really inspired me, it helps
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me keep flexible and fit, and keeps me ‘young at
heart’. I love dancing so I can incorporate this into
the gym routine. I have a lovely coach, Debbie
who is such a wonderful ambassador for the sport.“

CLAIRE GRANVILLE
“I first started doing gymnastics at around the age
of seven and competed up to National schools
level in acrobatics. I stopped at around 16 years but
when the opportunity to create a Veterans squad
came at Carterton Gymnastic Club 2 years ago I
jumped at the opportunity. This is the club that my
daughter is currently a squad member at. I train for
around 5 hours a week and I am working towards
squatting on to the high bar, linking handspring to
a tucked front somersault, and a cartwheel on the
beam. It’s never too late to pick up from where you
stopped, and there is life after having children.

British Vets is open to anyone aged 18
and over, regardless of experience or
ability, with the opportunity to socialise
and compete. It is a multi-discipline event
where competitors can enter acrobatic,
men’s artistic, trampoline, tumbling and
women’s artistic competitions. The event
creates a fun and relaxed atmosphere
where competitors can meet likeminded people whilst showcasing their
gymnastics skills to one another.

Training at Carterton with our coach Debbie has
given me the skills and opportunity to have the
time of my life. She believed in me and told me I
could do it and I owe everything to her.”

Discover

ADULT
GYMNASTICS

NATASHA GRANVILLE
“I started at Carterton Gym Club when I was 5
years old. I have been in the competition squad for
8 years and I’m currently the Oxfordshire county
champion for level 3 out of age senior. I train 9
hours a week and I am looking to master straight
back double twist on floor, free cartwheel on beam,
giants on bars and tsukahara on vault.
It’s amazing having my mum and gran in the gym, I
am very proud of them both, it’s fun showing them
new moves and giving coaching points. They have
shown that at any age you can achieve personal
goals however big or small!”
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It might be your first handstand, or your first vault, or just
the first time you’ve been on a trampoline in years. Whatever
challenge you set yourself, there’s nothing better than knowing
you can do it.
If you’re over 18, adult gymnastics provides a new opportunity to try
out an amazing sport. You can test yourself in a range of different
activities. By building your strength, flexibility and control, you’ll
see your performance improve in other sports too. Whether you’re
looking to take your first steps in gymnastics or get back into the
sport, adult gymnastics makes it easy.

GYMNAST 13

PHOTO
GALLERY

2015

A GREAT
YEAR IN
REVIEW

As 2016 approaches, we are marking the
New Year having achieved a number of
significant milestones during 2015. Indeed,
come the twelfth strike of Big Ben on the
31st December, British Gymnastics will
have celebrated one of its most successful
and historic years to date and all eyes will
now be on the year ahead, not least of all
on the much-anticipated Rio 2016 Olympic
Games. Here are some of our favourite
photo’s from 2015.
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ARTISTIC

LOUIS SMITH

KRISTIAN THOMAS

ELLIE DOWNIE

DAN PURVIS

GBR Women’s Team

We achieved the UK’s first historic artistic
World Gymnastics Championship silver for
the men’s team and bronze for the women’s
team. We achieved the qualification target
to send full men’s and women’s artistic
teams to the Rio Olympics in August 2016.
We achieved the UK’s very first historic
men’s artistic World Gymnastics Champion,
Max Whitlock on the pommel horse.

GBR Men’s Team

MAX WHITLOCK

The artistic gymnastics European
Championship were our best ever with
eight medals for the GB team – gold for
Louis Smith on pommel and Kristian
Thomas on floor, silver medals for Becky
Downie on beam and bars, Sam Oldham
on high bar and Claudia Fragapane on
floor and all-around bronze for Dan
Purvis and Ellie Downie.

BECKY DOWNIE

SAM OLDHAM

TRAMPOLINE, TUMBLING & DMT

Four silver medals at the
2015 Trampoline, Tumbling
and Double Mini-Trampoline
World Championships with two
women’s trampoline places
secure for Rio and the chance for
one GB man with one men’s Test
Event place secured.

LUCIE COLEBECK

NATHAN BAILEY

BRYONY PAGE

KAT DRISCOLL

ACROBATICS
Britain’s acrobatic gymnasts returned
from the senior acrobatic gymnastics
European Championships with mixed pair
Ryan Bartlett and Hannah Baughn taking
silver in both the all-around and balance
finals with Lewis Walker and Isabella
Montagna taking dynamic silver and our
women’s pair Chelsea Fischer and Abbi
Greaves taking all-around bronze.

LUCIE COLEBECK

NICOLE SHORT

The first ever British Gymnastics
Championship Series attracted over
1,500 gymnasts competing over four
days in four different gymnastics
disciplines - Acrobatic, Aerobic,
TeamGym and Rhythmic, as well as the
Liverpool Ministrada event. The Echo
Arena event was a spectacular success
and amazing showcase of gymnastics.

TEAMGYM

AEROBICS

DISABILITY

VETS

RHYTHMIC

LAURA HALFORD

KIERA DANIELS

STEPHANI SHERLOCK

INTERVIEW
By Tim Peake

INTERVIEW

MAX
WHITLOCK
THE DAY
HE CHANGED
THE WORLDS

On Saturday 31st October Max
Whitlock became Britain’s first
ever artistic gymnastics World
Champion. In our exclusive
chat Max talks us though his
historic championships in
which he won the World floor
silver and pommel horse gold
medals, in his own words Max
recalls his experience.

THE BUILD UP
“I didn’t get a lot of sleep the night before; my
mind was still on the all-around final and what
had happened. I woke up eventually at probably
half nine and instantly the focus is on that day,
the floor and pommel final. That morning is just
about trying to stay relaxed, bit of breakfast and
time chilling in the room waiting to head to the
arena. I don’t tend to be that nervous first thing,
I always know that everything is ready, my gym
bag is always packed the night before so I feel
quite calm knowing I’m ready.
The walk over to the arena with my coach
Scott Hann is maybe when it starts to hit you.
I remember there was a massive crowd waiting
for us just to go in to the warm up gym, that’s
what was so special about Glasgow – we would
never get that anywhere else – that level of
excitement and that support.”
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THE WARM UP
“We like to get to the warm up gym with plenty of time. I have a chat with Scott, have a stretch and
start the build-up process. The first preparation was for floor. I have a process I go through and so I
actually started on parallel bars, then moved on to vault and then to the floor, it’s something I like to
do to relax me. If I just warm up floor then that’s all my focus and it can build the nerves and makes it
a bigger thing, treating warm up like a normal training session helps me to stay calm.
There’s a point in the build-up that you also have to think about going in to competition mode.
I give myself plenty of time and usually while stretching I’ll check my phone, read my messages and
social media and then that’s it, phone goes into my bag and that’s it until after
the competitions finish, it’s important to have that cut off point.”

FLOOR FINAL
“People were talking about the pommel final but
for me and Scott it was vital to focus on floor, we
were determined to do ourselves proud on that
and also we knew a good performance would
also help me in the pommel final as I’d be in a
positive rhythm.
The floor competition turned out to be amazing;
it was my first floor final so that was a huge
achievement. I looked at the top eight and knew
I had to really go for it, floor had been going
well all week and I was so happy to pull it off and
delighted to get silver. There wasn’t much time
at all to celebrate, I went straight from the floor
to the warm up gym again.”

ON TO POMMEL
“I then went back to floor again in the warm up
gym, just the same thought process, warm up
like a training session to floor then pommel.
It was a long walk to the warm up gym from the
arena but I was last up on pommel so we took
the call to go back there, I don’t like to watch
any competition and so sitting through seven
routines wouldn’t have worked for me.
That’s when the relationships between me and
my coach is vital, we know how each other are
and know when to chat or when to keep quiet, in
times like that ahead of a World Championships
final you have to be with someone who knows

you and knows how to act around you. I don’t like
to look at the scores, but Scott keeps an eye out.
We walked down the corridor to the arena and
that’s when the decision was made on what
routine to do. Months before hand we had
prepared the option if needed to up the difficulty
of my routine.
It was during that walk when Scott said “well
what are you going to do?” bearing in mind I
didn’t know what was needed I said “well do I
need to go big?”, I think that was the question
he was dreading me asking, he said “yeah you
might do” and that was the decision made, go
one tenth higher and go for it.
I knew after landing my dismount it was a good
routine, you practice so much that you have an
understanding of how a routine has gone and a
feel for whether it was a good one. I was so happy
to get through the way I did but still had no idea
if it was good enough. People said well-done and
the crowd were going mad and it was only then I
thought to look up and see the other scores,
I saw Louis had a massive 16 and thought wow,
I knew then it would be close.
The big screen lit up and the tension built
as my score came up. It’s hard at that point
to comprehend what’s going on, that was a
dream and target of ours for years and in the
moment with the crowd going crazy you get
overwhelmed. I never ever thought I’d get
emotional, you see some gymnasts cry and I
thought no that won’t be me, but tears did come
to my eyes.”
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MAX WITH HIS COACH SCOTT HANN

{

{

WE WALKED DOWN THE CORRIDOR
TO THE ARENA AND THAT’S WHEN THE
DECISION WAS MADE ON WHAT ROUTINE
TO DO. MONTHS BEFORE HAND WE HAD
PREPARED THE OPTION IF NEEDED TO
UP THE DIFFICULTY OF MY ROUTINE.

- MAX WHITLOCK
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THE CELEBRATION & THE REALISATION
“We then marched out and got our medals which is a crazy moment, it was
amazing to be with Louis and the sea of photographers – with the shutters
gong mad ‘click click click’ makes it crazier. You then spend time doing lots of
interviews and that’s actually another point when it really hits you, that first
intro “Max you have become World Champion how does it feel?”, it’s when
you start to talk about it and discuss the importance that it begins to sink in.
You spend about two hours doing interviews and everyone congratulates
you then it was back to the hotel to see my family and friends which is always
a great moment, we went out for a meal and celebrated together. It ended
up being quite a late night, it’s weird because you are so tired yet you can’t
sleep, the adrenaline is still flowing and your mind is still processing what just
happened. Even now weeks later I don’t think it’s fully sunk in but I know it’s
a day I’ll remember for the rest of my life.”

DON’T FORGET TO
#VOTEMAX!
Max has once again made the
shortlist for the BBC Sports
Personality of the Year. Voting
takes place on December 20th;
You can register on the BBC sign
in system, BBC iD to vote.
Register right here now!

By Tim Peake

INTERVIEW

CHLOE FARRANCE

AEROBIC
GYMNASTS
CHLOE FARRANCE
& KAYLEIGH SILVA

CHLOE FARRANCE

KAYLEIGH SILVA

Amongst the many historic gymnastics
moments to take place in 2015, the inaugural
European Games in the summer was a
landmark event in particular for our acrobatic
and aerobic gymnasts being welcomed to
the Olympic family competing for Team GB
for the first time. The competition provided a
significant stage to promote the disciplines
and for many gymnasts the experience
became a career highlight.

Two of our leading aerobic gymnasts, seven
time British champion Chloe Farrance and
reigning British champion Kayleigh Silva were
part of our group in Baku and have now both
decided to retire from competing having
achieved a huge amount in the sport. We
spoke to Chloe and Kayleigh about their love
of aerobic gymnastics and how special it was
to wear the Olympic rings.
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“I was 6 years old when I started gymnastics.
By the time I was 9 I was an aerobic gymnast.
I was attracted to aerobics by the fast pace and
dance elements and was encouraged by an older
gymnast, who was already training in aerobics, to
give it a try.
From a young age I didn’t like to lose at anything.
So I’ve always had that drive to try and be the
best. The hardest point in my career was when
I was 15 years old, all my school friends were
all going out and I was training 5 times a week.
Some of my school friends didn’t understand my
commitment, so they stopped asking me to go
out. This was really tough, but the friendships I
had within the gym helped me through this.
I have many amazing memories, from travelling
the world to winning a World Silver medal and
competing in the first European Olympic Games,
Baku 2015. The most prominent memory was
the feeling when the score came up at the
World Championships in 2010 with Sebastian
DeVerteuil and my coach Kerry. We had won a
World Silver medal - both Kerry and I couldn’t
stop crying!
I describe aerobics as a mixture of gymnastics
and dance. It’s energetic, fast and extremely
tough!
Baku and the European Games was an amazing
experience. From a young age I had always
wanted to be an Olympian and thought I would
never get the opportunity in aerobics. Being
part of Team GB was like nothing else I had
ever experienced. Walking out in the Opening
Ceremony was also one of my proudest moments.

CHLOE’S
ACHIEVEMENTS
In the GBR squad 2003 - 2015
World Championship Silver 2010
7 times British Champion
2 World Cup silver medals
Joint 8th at European
Championships 2011
Represent GB at 5 World and
European Championships
7th at the European Games, Baku
2015 the top all female group

Having the opportunity for aerobic gymnasts to
perform on a European stage has highlighted the
discipline within gymnastics and all sports.
Unfortunately I have been plagued with injuries
the last few years and this meant that I haven’t
been able to train and compete to the best of
my ability and It was a really hard decision after
16 years as a gymnast to decide to retire. I have
taken a break from coaching but will still be
popping into the gym regularly, supporting and
keeping in touch with everyone. I would really
like to thank Kerry and Holly, my coaches, for all
the work they have put into my career. Without
them I would have probably quit years ago. Their
constant support and friendship has got me
through some of my toughest times over the
years.”
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“

I WAS 6 YEARS OLD
WHEN I STARTED GYMNASTICS
AND BY THE TIME I WAS 9 I
WAS AN AEROBIC GYMNAST.
IT’S ENERGETIC, FAST AND
EXTREMELY TOUGH! FROM A
YOUNG AGE I DIDN’T LIKE TO
LOSE AT ANYTHING. SO I’VE
ALWAYS HAD THAT DRIVE TO
TRY AND BE THE BEST.

“

“I first started aerobics and joined my club
Martines Action Pack when I was seven years
old. When I was younger I remember watching
the older gymnasts train and compete and they
inspired me to continue with my passion for the
sport.

KAYLEIGH’S
ACHIEVEMENTS

Aerobics is an energy filled sport with exciting and
dynamic routines. I love the feeling of excitement
and adrenaline it brings every time you walk on
the floor to compete. The energy of the sport and
how unique it is along with the hard work and
challenges to continuously improve all appealed
to me from such a young age.

British aerobic gymnast of the year
2011 & 2015

I progressed in the sport by working with my
coaches to ensure I have the best training
regimes and one that suits me the best. It
requires a lot of commitment and motivation
from both my coaches and myself, working as a
team to produce the results. Having the desire to
want to succeed and want to push yourself that
little bit more every session.
The experience from the European games in
Baku is definitely one of my favourite memories
and it gave me an experience of lifetime. Also
becoming senior British champion in 2014 and
maintaining my title in 2015 is something I will
never forget. Additionally competing in World
and European Championships as well as other
international competitions has given me the
opportunity to compete against some of the top
gymnasts. The European Games enabled aerobic
gymnastics to be seen by such a larger

British senior champion 2014 & 2015
British champion age group 2 2011

OCS young sports person winner
for Wales 2011
Welsh gymnast of the year
2009/2011/2015
7th at the European Games, Baku
2015 - the top all female group

and more varied audience which hopefully will
then draw and inspire younger children to want to
try it. With more and more competitors and with
the sport being more well known, hopefully one
day it will become an Olympic event.
Now after so many amazing experiences and
years dedicated to aerobics I’ve now decided it’s
time for a new chapter in my life, I loved every
second of it and it has given me experiences of a
lifetime. I am continuing to study at my university
and hoping to attain my degree in a couple years
time. I am also in the process of completing my
level three coaching course.”
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“

AEROBICS IS AN
ENERGY FILLED SPORT
WITH EXCITING AND
DYNAMIC ROUTINES.
I LOVE THE FEELING
OF EXCITEMENT AND
ADRENALINE IT BRINGS
EVERY TIME YOU WALK
ON THE FLOOR TO
COMPETE.

“

KAYLEIGH SILVA

FORMER
GYMNASTS
SET TO MAKE
A SPLASH
IN RIO

“The strengths are very similar between the two
sports,” said Sarah. “A lot of the biomechanics are the
same, especially for something like somersaulting.
The hardest change was in gymnastics you land
on your feet, but in diving you have to land on your
hands, that’s difficult to get your head around!”
And Sarah feels those similarities extend to the
audience’s experience: “A lot of concentration is
required from athletes in both sports, because you
are judged by your ability to do the moves well. The
‘wow factor’ that you get in gymnastics, from the
speed of the performance, is very similar to diving.”
That ‘wow factor’ is something the diving duo will
be hoping to evoke when they compete at the LEN
European Aquatics Championships in London next
May, part of UK Sport’s #EveryRoadtoRio campaign.
Sarah, the reigning European 10m platform
champion, said: “We’re really looking forward to the
Europeans, we’ve never had one in the UK as long
as I’ve been diving. It’ll be great to have the London
Aquatics Centre packed out, and have all our friends
and family there to support us. We’ve had good
success in that pool so it’s always a nice feeling to
walk back in there.”
The Commonwealth silver medallists are currently
focused on making sure they are in the best possible
shape.
“We’ll be training hard to nail the dives we have, it
takes years to get those dives right. We’re doing a lot
of weight training, some trampolining and also some
gymnastics,” Tonia explained.

Spinning through the air, toes pointed and arms poised, their faces taut with concentration, two
athletes have developed the ability to move in perfect synchronisation. Today, they are world class
divers, yet the foundations for Tonia Couch and Sarah Barrow’s success were laid in a gymnastics
hall in Plymouth.
“I started gymnastics when I was six years old, my primary school teacher brought my parents into
school as I was doing so well in PE and suggested I join a club,” 26-year-old Sarah explained.
For her diving partner, Tonia, also 26, gymnastics was the perfect outlet when she was a lively
youngster: “I used to dance around the house all the time, jumping on the trampoline and running
around, so I joined the Plymouth Swallows (Gymnastics Club) when I was seven, because I needed
a way to get my energy out!”
After showing natural talent in gymnastics and forming a friendship that would last a lifetime, the
pair were introduced to diving aged 12 and quickly impressed coaches with their aptitude.
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You can buy tickets
for the LEN European
Aquatics Championships
Plus find out more about
#EveryRoadtoRio here

The end goal will be challenging for medals at their
third Olympic Games, in Rio next summer. “We do still
need to qualify so that is at the back of our minds, but
you have to stay positive, and feeling excited about
Rio keeps us motivated to work that little bit harder
each day,” said Sarah. “We went to Rio in January and
it’s a fantastic city. When the Games are on, with the
carnival atmosphere, it’s going to be amazing.”
And given the chance, what will the pair be doing
with any free time in Rio? “We 100% want to watch
the gymnastics! We always try and get along if it’s
ever on at an event we’re competing in, we’re still
huge fans.”
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